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AT A GLANCE

Established in 2009 in Berlin, Trockland  
Management GmbH aims to contribute to  
urban development by creating spaces with  
a high quality of life.

Trockland‘s international team of 65
professionals who strives to create  
sustainable value while respecting social  
and ethical values, as well as to provide  
letting and management services for  
the portfolio properties.

Over the next five years, Trockland  
aims to reach a volume of projects  
worth 3 billion euros.

Trockland realizes large-scale new  
construction projects as well as conversion 
and reconstruction of residential and  
commercial properties. The portfolio  
includes 20 assets – realized and in planning 
phase – with a volume of over 2 billion euros.
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OUR PATH, 
OUR EXPERIENCE

Shortly after the German 
reunification E.D.R. (Eastern 
Development & Real Estate 
GmbH) was founded in  
Berlin and the foundation  
stone for Trockland was laid.

1992
Already 10 years later E.D.R. 
has built and sold around 
250 residential built and sold. 
arsago is established as an 
investment platform for 
German residential projects. 
Morgan Stanley acts as main 
investor and active partner 
of arsago. The total volume 
is growing continuously and 
the asset value exceeds 
1 billion Euro.

2002
Trockland is established:  
With this step, Berlin  
becomes the center of the 
development of exceptional
real estate projects.

2009
The Trockland team  
relocated into the historic 
Postfuhramt BRICKS in  
Berlin-Schöneberg
and develops the area into  
a new quarter. The real  
estate assets reach the 
100-million-euro
threshold.

2013
Trockland acquires three 
plots of land at the former 
Checkpoint Charlie
- not yet aware that the 
transformation of this 
historically significant site 
and the realization of a
of a lighthouse project for 
Berlin will require a lot of 
patience and energy.

2015
Trockland has set itself the 
target of 3 billion euros 
total volume of realized 
assets. The international 
team works professionally 
and with a great deal of 
personal commitment to 
the realization.

2022
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OUR TEAM
We are proud of the people at Trockland who contribute  
their knowledge, their creativity, their diversity and their  
experience, and to realize shared visions.

65 people are the “we” that makes us. Our “we” is an international 
and diverse team, utilizing the specialized knowledge of individuals 
working together constructively. Together we create something  
the individual can’t accomplish alone. 

What we all have in common is the passion to always take on  
new challenges. We are excited about extraordinary projects  
because we have the confidence, through our comprehensive 
experience and knowledge of the real estate industry, to achieve 
our most important goal: Delighting our business partners,  
service providers and tenants with outstanding achievements. 

At the same time, we are aware of one fact: The people of the  
Trockland team are our most valuable resource – as are the  
people for whom we create sustainable value with our projects.
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RECOGNITION Awards are a result of successful teamwork and 
business partners sharing a common vision. Our 
thanks go to all project participants.
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BEYOND 
US

Breaking The Ice – peacemaking organization, 
that supports cultural diversity through community 
projects.

Outward Bound Center for Peacebuilding – Organization 
that promotes peace in deeply divided societies through 
shared experimental learning in nature.

The Kabbalah Centre Berlin – Center for the study of 
the ancient Jewish wisdom.

ICKE in Buch – Initiative for chronically ill children 
at the HELIOS Klinikum Berlin-Buch.

Israel Flying Aid – saving lives in conflict regions 
all over the world.

We are not only part of the Trockland team, 
but also part of our city, environment and 
community at large. With our awareness of 
unity, we support in line with our possibilities.
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SPEED AND 
INDEPENDENCE 
ARE THE KEY.

SOURCING & 
AQUISITION

FINANCE & 
INVESTOR RELATIONS

PROJECT MANAGEMENT & 
PERMISSION PROCUREMENT

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
ASSET MANAGEMENT

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

In order to guarantee our high standards of quality 
and a maximum of independence, we have set up 
our own competent team of specialists. This holistic 
approach ensures we can act quickly and in a targeted 
way. We also have the necessary know-how.
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PORTFOLIO  
AT A GLANCE

Operations started   2009
Total number of projects 20
Total m² (lettable space)  283,650
Gross development value  €2.184bn
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A LASKA
Two ultra-modern buildings designed by Graft  
architects for a new era of offices in the Eastern  
part of Mediaspree in Berlin-Friedrichshain.

Lettable space

Acquisition

CENTRAL 
STATION

BERLIN BRANDENBURG
AIRPORT (BER)

OSTKREUZ
STATION 
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COE48
New office and apartment building in the middle of  
one of the liveliest districts in Berlin-Mitte according  
to plans by Tchoban Voss architects.

Lettable space

Acquisition 

CENTRAL 
STATION

BERLIN BRANDENBURG
AIRPORT (BER)

OSTKREUZ
STATION 
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UPSIDE
Apartment towers with spectacular 86 m and 96 m  
heights in the direct vicinity of the Spree River and  
the East Side Gallery in Berlin-Friedrichshain. 

Lettable space

Acquisition  

CENTRAL 
STATION

BERLIN BRANDENBURG
AIRPORT (BER)

OSTKREUZ
STATION 
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CENTRAL 
STATION

BERLIN BRANDENBURG
AIRPORT (BER)

OSTKREUZ
STATION 

EISWERK
Transformation of the site of a historic artificial  
ice factory at the river Spree in Köpenicker Straße,  
in Berlin-Mitte.

Acquisition  

Lettable space
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CENTRAL 
STATION

BERLIN BRANDENBURG
AIRPORT (BER)

OSTKREUZ
STATION 

CHARLIE LIVING
New residential quarter based on designs by Graft  
architects with 243 apartments, 48 serviced apartments  
and commercial space near Checkpoint Charlie  
in Berlin-Mitte.

Lettable space

Acquisition 
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CENTRAL 
STATION

BERLIN BRANDENBURG
AIRPORT (BER)

OSTKREUZ
STATION 

BRICKS BERLIN 
SCHÖNEBERG
Revitalized, landmarked quarter with several courtyards  
in Berlin-Schöneberg. The historic post office was  
completely renovated and extended by two new buildings.

Acquisition 

Lettable space
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NOLLENDORFSTRASSE | 3.100 m2 
Representative Wilhelminian style building in  
the heart of Berlin-Schöneberg.

SCHILLERPROMENADE | 2.300 m2 
Typical Wilhelminian style corner building in the 
middle of the popular Neuköllner Schillerkiez, not  
far from the extensive Tempelhofer Feld park.

BRUNNENSTRASSE | 2.900 m2

Completely refurbished residential building in  
Brunnenstrasse in Berlin-Mitte, extended by an  
attic conversion.

THE BEGINNING
Acquisition 
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OUR PARTNERS
The development of surprising spaces and unusual 
properties is always the result of an extraordinary network 
of advisors, supporters and visionaries. Each company 
logo represents long-standing relationships for which we 
are grateful.
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THANK YOU!
HESKEL NATHANIEL 
CO-FOUNDER & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
H.NATHANIEL@TROCKLAND.COM

CONTACT

FABIAN HOSCH
HEAD OF ACQUISITION 
F.HOSCH@TROCKLAND.COM
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TROCKLAND 
DISCLAIMER
This investor presentation (“Presentation”) has been prepared by Trockland  
Management GmbH (“Trockland” or the “Company”) solely for informational  
purposes. This Presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicita-
tion to buy shares or securities in or assets of the Company or any related or  
associated company. Any such offer or solicitation will be made only by means 
of a confidential offering document and in accordance with the terms of all  
applicable securities and other laws.

This Presentation has been prepared soley for use by prospective qualified  
investors in evaluating the Company and its real estate assets. The information 
in this Presentation is furnished on a confidential basis exclusively for use and 
retention by such qualified investors. Each person who has received a copy of 
this Presentation is deemed to have agreed (i) not to reproduce, distribute or 
make available this Presentation, in whole or in part, to any other person (other 
than such person’s investment, legal, tax, accounting and other adviser assisting 
in such person’s evaluation of the Company, provided that such advisers are 
first advised of the confidential nature of the information contained in this  
Presentation) without Trockland’s prior, written consent, (ii) if such person has 
not made an investment in the Company, to return this Presentation to Trockland 
promptly upon request and (iii) not to disclose any information contained in this 
Presentation except to the extent that such information was (a) previously known 
by such person through a source not bound by any obligation to keep confidential 
such information, (b) in the public domain through no fault of such person or (c) 
later lawfully obtained by such person from sources not bound by any obligation 
to keep such information confidential.

Certain information in this Presentation constitutes “forward-looking statements”, 
which can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “may”, 
“will”, “should”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “project”, “estimate”, “intend”, “continue” 
or “believe” or the negatives thereof or other variations thereon or comparable 
terminology. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events or results or 
the actual performance of the Company may differ materially and adversely from 
those reflected or contemplated in the forward looking statements. 

Prospective investors should not construe the contents of this Presentation as 
investment, tax or legal advice. This Presentation, as well as the nature of an  
investment in the Company, should be reviewed by each prospective investor and 
such investor’s investment, tax and legal advisers. 

Trockland makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy or complete-
ness of the information in this Presentation and shall not have any liability for any 
representations (expressed or implied) regarding information contained in, or for 
any omissions from, this Presentation or any other written or oral communicati-
ons transmitted to any person. 

The information in this Presentation does not purport to comprise a full descrip-
tion of the property of the Company for any kind of investment or to include  
all information that could be of interest to potential investors. Trockland, its  
managing directors, insurers, officers and employees do not accept any liability 
in this respect. Layouts, plans, views and features are based on information and 
data that may vary in the different planning stages. Visualizations are artistic  
illustrations that do not reflect the actual future setting.

The delivery of this Presentation does not imply that the information herein  
is correct as of any time subsequent to the date hereof. Trockland is under no 
obligation to grant any person access to any further information, to update the 
information presented in this Presentation or to correct information that proves 
to be incorrect.

All values specified in this document are approximate dimensions and numbers.

Copyright Pictures/Renderings:
BTTR GmbH, euroluftbild/R. Grahn, Graft Architekten, Eller + Eller Architekten,
Tchoban Voss Architekten, Ziegert/Xoio

Trockland Management GmbH
Hauptstrasse 27, Aufgang E, 

10827 Berlin, Germany

www.trockland.com
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ADDITIONAL 
NOTES
SPEED AND INDEPENDENCE ARE THE KEY.

SOURCING & 
AQUISITION

FINANCE & 
INVESTOR RELATIONS

PROJECT MANAGEMENT & 
PERMISSION PROCUREMENT

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
ASSET MANAGEMENT

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES
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SOURCING & AQUISITION

Identifi cation of assets and opportunities with potential • Valuation
& DD • Benchmark and location analysis • Design of ideal asset 
purchasing Structure – Share Deals und Asset Deals, Preparation 
of fi nancial models for Real estate projects – Coordination & 
management of transaction processes, Coordination of due 
diligence

FINANCE & INVESTOR RELATIONS

We are proud of our cooperation with renowned equity 
partners and institutional investors. In addition we also 
work with mezzanine capital providers and banks.

Established private & institutional investor network • Institutional 
investor reporting • Acquisition • Bank reporting • Monitoring of all 
loan covenants • Procurement of equity & outside capital • Project 
business plans & project account controlling • Structuring of senior 
and junior trades as well as equity 

Identifi cation of assets and opportunities with potential • Valuation
& DD • Benchmark and location analysis • Design of ideal asset 
Identifi cation of assets and opportunities with potential • Valuation
& DD • Benchmark and location analysis • Design of ideal asset 

loan covenants • Procurement of equity & outside capital • Project 
business plans & project account controlling • Structuring of senior 
and junior trades as well as equity 
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CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 

Working under one roof with the development team, 
our technical department’s civil engineers, architects, 
and construction supervisors manage and oversee the 
entire project realization process 

Steering of the entire construction cycle and technical due diligence 
•  Budgeting of building costs • Construction schedule calculation 
and controlling • Overseeing the RFP process; Contracting and 
supervision of general and individual contractors • Supervision of 
construction site management • Acceptance of construction works; 
Steering of external construction management

PROJECT MANAGEMENT & PERMISSION PROCUREMENT

The transformation of complex spaces into multifaceted 
places that offer added value to their tenants and the 
neighborhood, is our passion. The preservation and 
revitalization of historic, listed buildings is at the center 
of our activities as well as new constructions.

Development of the project vision and targets, analysis of 
scenarios, project master plan, development of letting concept 
• building permission, ensuring compliance and other legal require-
ments, e.g. council approvals, neighbor agreements • Contracting 
and supervising architects and expert planners in dialogue with 
Technical Department • Project management of early HOAI phases 
until completion • property marketing • Stakeholder relations 
• Supervision of letting and sales

Technical Department • Project management of early HOAI phases 
until completion • property marketing • Stakeholder relations 

CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 

Working under one roof with the development team, 
our technical department’s civil engineers, architects, 
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ASSET MANAGEMENT

Our team’s objective is to increase the value of the asset through 
excellent management – for the people living and working there, 
for the community-at-large, and for its investors.

Optimization of management potentials and procedures • Support 
of business plans • Review of cash flow plans • Capex planning • 
Integrated property management, looking after own portfolio assets 
•  Supervision of directly employed janitors for selected properties •  
Rent market assessments • Facility and Maintenance Management

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

Legal
Legal support and guidance for all real estate transactions • Legal 
support • Preparation of documentation • Contract drafting and 
negotiation on behalf of all project companies in the following areas 
of law: Building law, Zoning law, Private construction law, Tenancy 
law – commercial and residential • Civil law and contract law • 
Corporate law

Communication & Graphic Design
Project marketing planning and execution • Development of a 
bespoke brand identity including design and production of marketing 
collateral and websites • Creation of floor and area plans • Photo 
documentation • Signage and lighting design concepts for construc-
tion authorities • Project public relations

Letting
In-house commercial and residential letting • Identifi cation and 
acquisition of new tenants for commercial space • Management 
of tenant rotation • Collaboration with tenants’ expansion represen-
tatives and brokerage community • Negotiating of lease agreements 
• Handover readiness and compliance with individually contracted 
requirements of new commercial tenants

Integrated property management, looking after own portfolio assets 
•  Supervision of directly employed janitors for selected properties •  
Rent market assessments • Facility and Maintenance Management

of law: Building law, Zoning law, Private construction law, Tenancy 
law – commercial and residential • Civil law and contract law • 

Project marketing planning and execution • Development of a 
bespoke brand identity including design and production of marketing 
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